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ABSTRACT

VHDL-AMS is an Analog and Mixed-Signal extension
to the Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardwa
Description Language (VHDL). With the standardizatio
of VHDL-AMS, capable and efficient simulators are i
demand for exercising complex analog and mixed-sign
models. The simulation of the language requires the abi
to handle several levels of design hierarchy, the combinat
of multiple domains of modeling and the synchronization
continuous and discrete-event simulation. The express
power of VHDL-AMS is also conducive for creating
large simulation models. Large models have high resou
demands especially on memory and execution time mak
parallel simulation no longer an option but a requireme
This paper introduces the issues involved in the des
of a VHDL-AMS simulator and illustrates the simulation
approach provided by SEAMS a parallel VHDL-AMS
simulator. A performance study is presented to analy
the effectiveness of mixed-signal simulation using SEAM

1 INTRODUCTION

Mixed-signal simulation combines two different domain
namely the discrete and the differential equation mod
(Zeigler, 1976). This combination is becoming increasing
important as models of both domains demand functiona
provided by the other. In the domain of electron
design automation, digital circuits are modeled usin
discrete models, whereas analog circuits are modeled w
differential equations. The need to merge the two modeli
domains can be established by the following facts. Toda
digital circuits are designed to operate at ever increas
clock frequencies to the degree that a purely discre
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representation of the circuit can no longer be conside
accurate. On the other hand, chip designers would lik
model and simulate entire systems at the analog leve
obtain the fine accuracy produced by analog simulat
But physical limitations prevent the sole use of ana
simulation. The introduction of mixed-signal simulatio
enables the designer to choose between model accu
and simulation performance.

The need for a mixed-signal simulation capability h
resulted in the birth of several proprietary languages
MAST, ABCDL, FAS to capture contemporary desig
using the two modeling domains. As these langua
and simulation environments are completely independ
the use and inter-operability of these domains is hig
restricted. Moreover, models developed for one sys
are not readily usable in other environments. Efforts
overcome these limitations have resulted in the developm
and standardization of VHDL-AMS which is a mixed-sign
language that promises to play an important role in
specification and verification of mixed-signal systems.

2 INTRODUCTION TO VHDL-AMS

VHDL-AMS provides behavioral modeling capability fo
both discrete and continuous systems. It is a mini
extension to VHDL and hence enjoys all the advanta
already inherent in VHDL. The discrete models a
specified using component instantiations and concur
behavioral specifications. The continuous systems
modeled using Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE
DAE-based continuous systems can be modeled simila
discrete models at several hierarchical levels. VHDL-AM
also provides mixed-discipline modeling, wherein differe
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−− Bouncing Ball
entity bouncingball is
end entity bouncingball

architecture simple of bouncingball is
−− Declarations
QUANTITY velocity: real;
QUANTITY displacement: real;

−− acceleration due to gravity
CONSTANT G: real := 9.81;

begin
−− specify initial conditions
b1: break velocity=> 0.0, displacement=> 30.0;

−− announce discontinuity & reset velocity value
b2: break velocity=> − 0.7 * velocity

WHEN NOT(displacement’above(0.0));

velocity eqn: velocity == displacement’dot ;
acceleration: velocity’dot ==− G;

end architecture simple;

Figure 1: VHDL-AMS model of Bouncing ball

domains such as electrical, physical, and thermal, ca
described and simulated in a single entity.

An overview of the features provided by VHDL-AM
is given with the help of the classical bouncing ball mo
(see Figures 1 & 2). This model is of special interest as
demonstrates the impact of design and performance o
simulation environment. The model describes the phy
of a ball dropped from a certain height. Two variab
are of interest viz - velocity and displacement. T
initial conditions are set to zero velocity at a displacem
representing the release point of the ball. The phys
behavior is represented by two differential equations -
relates velocity and displacement, and the second re
velocity and acceleration. The physics of the probl
dictates that when the ball hits the ground, veloc
changes direction instantaneously and the magnitud
reduced due to elasticity. This change in velocity manife
as a discontinuity during simulation.

“Quantities” are the unknown continuous variables
the system, and their relationships expressing the sy
behavior are specified by DAEs. In the bouncing b
example, the quantities arevelocity and displacement.
VHDL-AMS uses simultaneous statements to repres
general DAEs. Systems may also be formulated u
signal-flow semantics which do not have any conserva
semantics associated. This is true for the quantitie
the example. VHDL-AMS provides additional bran
quantities and terminals to support conservation sema
inherent to systems like electrical circuits. The langu
supports an attribute (’dot) to be able to specify time
derivatives.
540
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Figure 2: Simulation of a Bouncing ball

To represent discontinuities, VHDL-AMS provides
a special construct called thebreak statement. The
break statement indicates the possible occurrence of
discontinuity and also provides new initial conditions. In
the example, two break statements are provided. Th
first break statement (b1) represents the initial conditions.
New values for the quantities are assigned once at th
beginning of the simulation. The second break statemen
(b2) models the impact of the ball on the ground. At
impact, the ball displacement is zero. Thus, a new velocity
(and direction) has to be calculated depending on elasticity

Another form of discontinuity may result from a
changing set of equations in the model. VHDL-AMS
provides two statements, calledsimultaneous if and
simultaneous case, to alter the set of equations. These
statements specify conditional equations, which are solve
if and only if certain conditions are satisfied. It is the task
of the modeler to provide the necessary break statement
notify the simulator of possible discontinuities. DAE-based
simulation engines involve numerical algorithms to solve
the equations. However, as digital computers provide onl
finite accuracy, tolerances have to be introduced. VHDL
AMS enables the user to specify individual tolerances
which must be satisfied by the simulator. The use o
tolerances enables the designer to trade between accura
and simulation speed, as more accurate solutions requi
more computation power.

3 MIXED-SIGNAL SIMULATION

This section presents the key components of a mixed-sign
simulator - discrete event kernel & DAE-based solver. In
addition, communication between the simulation paradigm
must be provided. The communication in the model (Saleh
et al. 1994) and in the simulator (Schmerler et al. 1995
is of critical importance as it affects correctness and
performance. Physical processes represent the elementa
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Seams: Simulation En

Non-linear
Algebraic Equations

DAEs
(Non-linear)

Solution of DAEs

Linear
Algebraic Equations

(A x = b)

Non-linear
Relaxation

Waveform
Relaxation

Newton Rapson (NR)
Quasi (NR)
Regula Falsi

Trapezoidal
Gear
Backward Euler

Gauss Seidel (GS)
Gauss Jacobi (GJ)
Conjugate Gradient (CG)
QMR
GMRES

Iterative Methods:

LU Decomposition
Gaussian Elimination
QR Method

Direct Methods:

Approach
Single Step

Approach
Single Step

Matrix Solver

Integration

Linearization

Figure 3: Differential Algebraic Equation Solver

unit of execution in a discrete-event simulation paradigm
Execution speed and memory requirements of such mod
have led to increased research activity in the parall
discrete-event simulation domain. The parallel discret
event simulation domain is split into two major areas
namely the conservativeand the optimistic simulation
approach (Fujimoto 1990). A large set of parameters
responsible for the performance of a parallel discrete-eve
simulator, including process granularity, message siz
and memory requirements. Perhaps most critical is t
memory consumption in case of a mixed-signal simulatio
environment, which favors the optimistic approach (Soué
and Gupta 1991).

DAE-based solvers cannot easily be classified by the
properties. Figure 3 provides an overview of the gener
structure of a DAE solver. The main execution flow
shows the three major tasks (integration, linearization, a
matrix solving) required during simulation. The shade
arrows contain just a few of the algorithms developed t
perform the task. Single step approaches can be appl
at several stages, resulting in larger set of simulatio
algorithms, but not all are applicable to the complete s
of DAEs. Highly optimized algorithms provide significant
performance improvements, but are restricted in use. F
example, waveform relaxation (Lelarasmee et al. 198
in circuit simulation is only guaranteed to converge if al
nodes exhibit a capacitive load.
541
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Generated
events

Process
execution

Generated
events

Process
execution

End
Start

differential equation process Time

End
Start

discrete-event process Time

Figure 4: Mixed-signal Simulation Processes

The interface between the differential equation solve
and the discrete event simulator is the most critica
component of a mixed-signal simulator. Both paradigm
have their own notion of time and the interface is responsib
for coordinating simulation. The different notions of times
are displayed in Figure 4. The discrete-event process
are instantaneous and events are scheduled into the futu
In contrast, differential equation solvers always advanc
over simulation time and new events may influence th
mixed-signal simulation immediately or in the future.
The next time step in a differential equation solver is
always influenced by tolerance requirements. To achiev
performance improvements, dynamic time step adjustme
has to be considered. Based on these properties of t
individual processes and solvers, an interface specificati
has been established suitable for mixed-signal simulatio
(Frey et al. 1998).

With the identification of interface functionalities,
mixed-signal simulation can be represented as a direct
graph. Communication is represented by edges and vertic
represent either differential equation solvers or discrete
event processes. Many differential equation solvers may
present in a single simulation model. Individual differentia
equation solvers compute a solution for an independe
equation set. These independent “islands” (vertices
the graph) are common in large mixed-signal designs an
hence are amenable for natural partitioning.

4 ELABORATION IN SEAMS

SEAMS (Carter 1998) is an implementation of a mixed
signal simulator supporting VHDL-AMS. Before a VHDL-
AMS model can be simulated, sufficient information
about it must be captured by the front-end analyze
and transformed into a suitable form for the simulato
to execute. This transformation process is termed a
elaborationand the result of elaboration may be a program
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to be interpreted by the simulator (interpreted simulation
The model description may also be compiled into obje
code and linked into the simulation kernel and directl
executed (compiled simulation). The latter approach
used in SEAMS.

The elaboration of a design hierarchy provided b
the VHDL-AMS model creates a collection of processe
interconnected by signal nets, quantities and characteris
expressions. Characteristic expressions (henceforth refer
to as CEs) represent constraints on the values of t
quantities and are specified by DAEs. A set of CE
govers the behavior of the continuous portion of th
mixed-signal system. SEAMS analyzes the VHDL-AMS
model description first and then generates a hierarchi
C++ representation during code generation. After cod
generation, elaboration takes place during the executi
of the compiled model. Hence it is referred to as Ru
Time Elaboration of VHDL-AMS (RTEMS). RTEMS is a
combination of both top-down and bottom-up approach
for constructing the set of processes, signal nets, quantit
and CEs from the design. In this approach, the vario
tasks that are performed during elaboration of a desi
are: (a) Phase 1 - Construction of design units and object
and (b) Phase 2 - Construction of the Continuous system

In Phase 1, the elaboration of a design hierarch
takes place in three steps: theinstantiation, the signal
net list updation, and theconnection. After identifying
the top-most design entity, objects representing the ent
design hierarchy are created in the first step. In the seco
step, all information related to discrete signals is recorde
This includes fanout calculation and creation of driver
for the signals, and association of processes with sign
drivers. Finally, the signal information is passed on to th
instantiated components and processes. This informat
is required to record data such as signal source tree a
up-down type conversion functions specified in the mode

The objective of Phase 2 is to identify the differen
unknown quantities in the design and to form CEs in order
accurately simulate the behavior of the continuous syste
In this phase, the design is processed in four steps. In
first step, the unknown quantities are identified across t
design entities. Solvability checks to verify the correctne
of the model are applied. Secondly, the interface termina
and quantities in the design are connected following th
semantics specified in (IEEE Computer Society 1997).
the next step, all the break statements are processed
identify discontinuity augmentation sets in the system. Th
is performed to accurately detect and process discontinuit
in a mixed-signal system (Mayiladuthurai 1998). Lastly
the CEs are formed from the simultaneous statements.
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5 PROCESS BASED CONTINUOUS SIMULATION

Continuous simulation finds for every time point, a solutio
for the unknowns using the set of CEs in the simulati
model. At each time point, the basic set of CEs a
possibly an augmentation set are evaluated by the an
solver to determine the quantity values(Bakalar and Chris
1997). A number of numerical approaches exploit mat
properties and rely on matrix data structures to perform t
task (Banerjee 1994; Buchanan and Turner 1992). Th
methods have sufficient accuracy, but their solution time
of the order ofN3 (where ’N’ is the number of unknowns
in the system). Sparse matrix methods can be applied
reduce memory requirements, however this does not af
the complexity of the algorithm. An approach to redu
the computation for conserved systems is the Modifi
Nodal Analysis (Vlach and Singhal 1994), wherein th
number of unknowns is reduced.

Reducing the size of matrix is the goal of rece
research oriented towards improving the efficiency
analog and mixed-signal simulation. For example, t
matrix can be partitioned and each partition can solv
independently. Considerable simulation execution spee
could be obtained by parallel execution of these independ
matrices. On the other hand, the theoretical gains obtai
by parallelizing the analog simulation is mitigated by
the amount of process concurrency present in the mo
and 2) the communication overhead imposed by shar
variables and events between parallel processes. Se
partitioning schemes have been analyzed to study th
factors (Smith et al. 1987). Of these natural partitioni
is of special interest in VHDL-AMS as the improvement
significant and the required model properties are frequen
available. It is based on grouping and solving for th
unknowns occurring in a connected set of CEs. T
set of CEs represent the DAEs that are necessary
sufficient to solve for the unknowns in the set. Th
critieria for grouping depends entirely on the characterist
of the equations represented in the model. A sing
connected CE set is referred to as ananalog islandin the
perspective of a designer and as a continuous process in
context of the simulator. The union of all analog islan
represents the complete continuous model, which m
or may not communicate with discrete-event process
Partitioning is performed such that no two analog islan
may communicate during simulation.

The formation of analog islands is performed aft
elaboration when all model equations are available. Besi
the CEs forming an analog island, the interface functio
viz break conditions and quantities, are responsible
the communication between the discrete-event and
continuous processes. The design of this simulat
environment results in a low-communication overhe
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simulation kernel suitable for executing on clusters
workstations. Communication is reduced to only discr
events; no inter-CPU communication is required duri
the numerical computation. The island approach provi
similar simulation efficiency on shared memory machin
as well.

6 PROPERTIES OF THE EQUATION SET

The set of VHDL-AMS equations assigned to an anal
island have three attributes that are critically importa
for efficient simulation: generality, completeness a
conditionality.

F (~x,
d~x

dt
, t) = 0 for t ≥ 0 (1)

VHDL-AMS enables the modeler to state arbitrary equ
tions in the form of Equation 1. SPICE-like solver
support only a fixed set of equations. To support dynam
equation sets, some form of symbolic differentiation
required during elaboration, and the fixed set simula
must be augmented to form CE sets prior to the solut
process. SEAMS takes advantage of an automatic dif
entiation package called ADOL-C (Griewank et al. 199
to provide the time derivatives during runtime. Thoug
computationally intensive, it provides flexibility for solving
any type of equation set.

A set of equations is considered to be complete
they constitute a solvable system (IEEE Computer Soc
1997). Finally, conditionally changing equation sets ena
the modeler to dynamically modify the topology of th
model over time. For example, a transistor operates
one of three different regions of operation depending
the gate-source voltage. A conditional equation is us
to identify which operating region is in effect durin
simulation. Further, the transition from one region
another may be discontinuous in time. If such is the ca
the operating point of the system is reset by performin
DC analysis, and then the transient simulation contin
using the modified DAE set. The expression evaluation
the condition may depend on quantities or discrete eve

The representation of discontinuous conditions is ea
accommodated in the analog island approach. As w
conditional statements, the break condition might depe
on quantities and/or discrete events. However, on
occurrence of a break condition, discontinuity process
as stated earlier must be performed. The concept
analog islands provides a very efficient environment
break statement evaluation. Since all equations neces
for a simulation process are gathered in a single isla
the simulation of only this island is interrupted enablin
other islands to continue their execution.
543
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7 MULTIPLE SOLUTION METHODS

The Multiple Solution Methods (MSM) approach provide
the framework for an optimized mixed-signal simulatio
paradigm. In the previous sections, we established
need for a general differential equation solver for VHDL
AMS. However, such a solver is slow compared to othe
which are applicable only to a restricted form of design
This method selects efficient numerical analysis algorith
and solution approach at each time step based upon
characteristics of the DAE set. General algorithms a
a part of the MSM algorithm suite thereby providing
solver for even the most generic DAE set.

Figure 3 illustrates the standard steps of the dire
simulation method in the main column. The arrows indica
some of the numerous algorithms for the individual step
Each one has it’s specific attributes and may be favora
under certain conditions of the equation set. Spec
relaxation based approaches provide single step soluti
if the characteristics of the DAE set satisfies their need
properties. The DAE set is statically and/or dynamica
evaluated and a classification is determined. Based upon
classification, a suitable solver or set of numerical metho
is chosen. It is partially based on matrix properties such
symmetry, positive definiteness, and diagonal dominan
and other numerical properties that guarantee converge
In addition, very efficient algorithms apply if the equatio
set is linear. Finally, characteristics such as memo
requirements and computation efficiency are used to as
in dynamic algorithm selection. Barret et al. (1994
discuss various methods and some mathematical condit
for selecting a given algorithm.

Two different paradigms to formulate the matrix ar
provided viz MNA and Tableau approach. The manu
selection is an example of static evaluation of the solv
algorithm to be applied. However, it can be automat
in the elaboration phase. The present implementat
of MSM automatically determines at each time step
the dynamic DAE set is linear or non-linear. In th
former case, only a linear solution method is used whi
greatly improves the simulation time. In the latter cas
the Newton-Raphson method is employed and automa
differentiation is used to determine the Jacobian values
the DAE is non-linear, the entire MNA or Tableau metho
is used.

The effectiveness of the MSM approach is illustrate
in the following section. The MSM approach is not ye
complete and is the subject of ongoing research. We inte
to expand the simulation environment to provide a wide s
of solution methods and DAE classification metrics. Sin
the synchronization protocols of SEAMS provides comple
independence from the parallel distributed domain, para
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Table 1: Characteristics of examples

Total Number of
Design CEs Unknowns max.

Adder Model Units Partitions

Single stage 1 7 15 1
Two stage 3 14 30 2
Three stage 4 21 45 3
Four stage 5 28 60 4
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Figure 5: Improvement from design partitioning

forms of the solver algorithms are also under investigat
to enhance the execution speed.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The issue of resource requirements to perform simula
of today’s large simulation models is addressed throu
the capability of running SEAMS in parallel on a ne
work of workstations. As networks exhibit rather hig
communication costs, the simulator is designed to red
communication. This design issue restricts the execu
of DAE solvers onto a single node in the network. Loc
parallelization in case of a shared memory node is poss
but not supported yet. In addition, discrete-event proces
can be grouped on a single node to increase granula
and reduce communication overhead. The optimistic d
tributed discrete-event simulation kernel WARPED (Mar
et al. 1995) enables the distribution of objects onto
machines provided. Synchronization protocols allow
differential equation solvers to be treated the same wa
discrete-processes. Two intermediate levels, TyVIS an
set of differential equation solvers provide the functional
to support VHDL-AMS. To evaluate the performance of
VHDL-AMS simulator, three fundamental properties ha
to be considered - viz correctness, efficiency and the
pability to perform the simulation. Correctness is defin
by the semantics of VHDL-AMS language and has to
544
Table 2: Elaboration and simulation times

Model Without Partitioning With Partitioning
Descripn Elab. Exec. Elab. Exec.
(Adder) Time(sec) Time(s) Time(sec) Time(s)
Single stage 0.43 81 0.43 81
Two stage 0.66 1163 1.03 474
Three stage 1.11 4337 1.23 1098
Four stage 0.92 8100 1.19 2295
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Figure 6: Changing the Solvers

ensured by the implemented algorithms. Efficiency is mea
sured in terms of simulation speed. Performance capabili
includes issues such as resource requirements and langu
support. The performance improvement gained by takin
advantage of natural partitioning is illustrated by executin
an adder circuit model in which several wires have a
additional delay introduced by a simple analog delay line
These lines have the property of being independent of ea
other and the complete circuit is scalable by increasin
the number of adder stages. The characteristics of t
model for the individual stages are provided in Table 1
The model was simulated from 0 to 10 microseconds
SEAMS was executed four times for the model describe
in Table 1 , once for each of the adder configurations
The results of this simulation are shown in Table 2 an
plotted in Figure 5. SEAMS was executed on a singl
workstation and each analog island was executed in
separate process. Considerable improvement was obtain
by partitioning into analog islands. The elaboration time
show that partitioning contributes little overhead.

To show the impact of providing MSM approach,
the following two performance studies are described. I
the first case, two different solvers are used - a MNA
solver and a Tableau solver. The MNA solver restricts th
form of the DAE set but is known to execute faster than
the more general Tableau method. Table 3 and Figure
show that even this slight restriction in the equation se
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Table 3: Performance influence of changing solvers

Model Without Partitioning
Description Restricted Solver General Solver
(Adder) Time (sec) Time (sec)
Single stage 81 271
Two stage 1163 2824
Three stage 4337 9685
Four stage 8100 10619

Table 4: Performance changing algorithms

Solver Simulation Execution Speedup
Time Time

(seconds) (seconds)
Non-MSM 5e-4 8.69

MSM 5e-4 6.59
24.15 %

enables much faster simulation. Currently, the spec
solver is selected manually in SEAMS. Another method
the possibility of reducing the complexity of the gener
simulation algorithm. Table 4 shows such an optimizati
approach (available in the MSM environment). In this ca
a simple model containing a diode is simulated. As t
diode is modeled in one region as a linear model, wher
it is non-linear in another region the general approach m
have the Newton-Raphson method applied to handle
equation set. Taking advantage of the changing proper
is infact improving the system considerably.

9 CONCLUSIONS

Providing a simulation environment which is able
simulate complete VHDL-AMS models is a challengin
task. The modeling capacity of VHDL-AMS, especially i
case of differential equations and the mixed-signal interfa
functionalities, requires a general simulation paradigm.
shown, general differential equation solvers exhibit po
performance. The MSM approach proposed in SEAM
enables the use of more optimized algorithms, wh
can be selected during run-time or statically to increa
simulation performance.

SEAMS and it’s elaboration schemes take advanta
of natural partitioning of the input VHDL-AMS design
The reduction in the the matrix size is considerab
and with a complexityO(n3) of differential equation
solvers not neglectable. In addition, as SEAMS provid
the capabilities of parallel simulation the distribution
memory requirements is important. Since parallel execut
is always affected by network latency the approach
SEAMS is designed to reduce network communicatio
SEAMS provides the flexibility and extensibility to suppo
all issues involved in VHDL-AMS simulation. The questio
of efficiency concerning a VHDL-AMS simulator remain
545
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open as language coverage and simulation performanc
needs to be considered.
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